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Has a NASA scientist found evidence of 
life in space?

Astrobiologist Dr. Richard Hoover of 
NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center 
claims to have found fossil bacteria inside a 
rare meteorite. He concludes that bacterial 
life could exist on comets or icy worlds like 
Europa or Enceladus. 

Hoover’s paper is Fossils of Cyanobacteria 
in CI1 Carbonaceous Meteorites: Implications to Life on 
Comets, Europa, and Enceladus in the March 2011 is-
sue of the Journal of Cosmology.

Moons

Europa is the sixth-innermost moon of Jupiter, the 
sun’s largest planet. It’s the smallest of Jupiter’s four 
Galilean moons, which were all discovered by Galileo 
in 1610. Slightly smaller than earth’s moon, Europa 
has an icy surface and an oxygen atmosphere.

Jupiter has 50 moons and 12 provisional moons, 
but the Galilean moons are the four largest. One of 

them, Ganymede, is the largest moon in the solar sys-
tem. Earth’s moon is fifth in size.

Enceladus was discovered by William Herschel 
in 1789. It is the sixth-largest and ninth-innermost 
moon of Saturn and contains water and carbon. Sat-
urn’s largest moon Titan is often proposed as a loca-
tion for life also; it’s the solar system’s second-largest 
moon.

Jupiter’s moon Europa and Saturn’s moon Ence-
ladus are commonly speculated as possibilities for life 
beyond Earth because they both have water. No defi-
nite evidence of life has been found on either, how-
ever.

ClaiM Unlikely

Hoover’s new claim is highly unlikely. Over the last 
half-century, thousands of meteorites have been rig-
orously examined for evidence of life – with no suc-
cess. 

As many have said, extraordinary claims require 
extraordinary evidence. And extraordinary evidence 

for Hoover’s claim is lacking. His conclusion 
rests on interpretations of highly technical 
work with electron microscopes and chemi-
cal analyses with plenty of room for error 
and presuppositional bias.

Senior research scientist 
Rocco Mancinelli from the 
Bay Area Environmental 
Research Institute expresses 
doubt about Hoover’s con-
clusions: “As a microbiologist 
who has looked at thousands 

of microbes through a microscope, and 
done some of my own electron micros-
copy, I see no convincing evidence that 
these particles are of biological origin.” 

NASA has officially distanced itself 
from support of Hoover’s claim. Many 
microbiologists and astrobiologists 
dispute Hoover’s claims of extraterres-
trial life.

Fifteen years ago in 1996, similar 
claims of extraterrestrial life were made 

about supposed bacteria fos-
sils found inside a Mars 
meteorite. Worldwide 
hoopla accompanied the 
announcement, but even-
tually it was rejected. It’s no 
longer cited as extraterres-
trial life.

It will take some time 
for scientists to com-
pletely evaluate Hoover’s 
evidence, but I think this 
claim will fall by the way-
side, just as all similar past 
claims have done.

Where did life CoMe froM?
Senior astronomer Seth Shostak specu-
lates on Hoover’s work: “Maybe life was 
seeded on earth – it developed on comets 
for example, and just landed here when 
these things were hitting the very early 
Earth. It would suggest, well, life didn’t 
really begin on the Earth, it began as the 
solar system was forming.” Shostak is 
from California’s SETI Institute (Search 
for Extraterrestrial Intelligence).

Panspermia is the speculative belief 
that life originated in outer space and was 
seeded on Earth and other astral bodies by 
comets, asteroids, and meteorites. Propo-
nents overlook that panspermia, literally 
“seeding everywhere,” does not explain 
the origin of life. It just moves 
the problem elsewhere in the 

universe.
The oft-repeated claim that life on earth 

was seeded from outer space is a worldview-
generated belief, not a conclusion based on 
evidence. To date, there is absolutely no sub-
stantiation for it. There is no evidence for 
life originating in space, nor any evidence 
that life on earth was seeded from space. It’s 
simply a belief.

The other popular explanation for life is 
abiogenesis, the belief that life arose spon-
taneously from non-life. No evidence sup-
ports this belief either. It has never been 
observed to occur, and no explanation exists 
for how non-life could assemble the vast 
amount of information needed for life and 
properly organize it. The information con-
tent in the DNA of a single cell exceeds that 
of the Library of Congress.

Even if life is unquestionably proven to 
exist on a meteorite from space, this would 

neither prove abiogenesis nor panspermia. Nobody 
would have observed it arising from non-life, nor 
would we know its true origin. 

Moreover, evidence of life on a space meteorite 
would not address these fundamental issues: How 

did life’s inert building blocks initially 
originate? How did they supposedly 
self-organize into living creatures? 
How did the “spark of life” originate? 
Where life began is very different from 
how life began.

If remnants of life are someday dis-
covered elsewhere in the solar system, 

from earth, rather than life on earth 

How could this be? Genesis sug-
gests a possibility: Noah’s Flood. 
Prior to the Flood there were huge 
subcrustal reservoirs of water (“the 
great deep,” Genesis 7:11). When 
Earth’s crust ruptured and “the foun-
tains of the great deep burst open” with 
expulsive energy far surpassing that 
of volcanoes, bacteria-laden mud 
and water could have been propelled 
into space. 

Thus its conceivable seeding could 
have been generated from Earth rath-
er than vice-versa. Bacteria on mete-
orites could have originally come from 
Earth. It’s interesting that Hoover 
himself says the meteorite composi-
tion he studied is similar to earth.

Thus an earth-centered “reverse 
panspermia” may have elements of 
truth. Maybe life went out from earth 
into space, rather than coming to 
earth from space.

planation for life that comes along. Bereft of ground-
ing in truth, he falls for anything, no matter how wild 
and unbelievable the explanation is.

We know from the history book of the universe 
how life originated on earth, and it did not come on 
meteorites or comets from space. The Almighty cre-
ated the universe and all life in six days about 6,000 
years ago. And, according to the Genesis record, He 
created life directly on earth, not in space. 

There is no evidence that He created physical life 
anywhere else in the universe. Soli Deo Gloria.

E-mail Dr. Pelletier at BibleScienceGuy@
woodsidenews.org. Read the Bible-Science Guy blog at 
http://BibleScienceGuy.wordpress.com and follow him at 
http://twitter.com/BibleScienceGuy. 
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Over the last 

half-century, 

thousands of 

meteorites 

have been 

rigorously 

examined for 

evidence of 

life – with no 

success.
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Jupiter and its 4 galilean Moons (top to bottom): io, Europa, ganymede, Callisto
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Unregenerate man jumps at any non-Biblical ex-

it’s possible that they originally came 

having come from them. 


